The mineralization is too sporadic to permit accurate estimation of ore reserves in the absence of extensive underground exploration f or mining operations. The following preliminary figures are therefore only indicative of the general magnitude of the deposits. Approximately 2,250,000 tons of ore averaging about 1% Cu are indicated in ore bodies that are exposed or penetrated by drill holes. Only a few thousand tons of this total can be classed as "measured ore" on the basis of available data, but 615*000 tons are reasonably assured. The remaining 1,650,000 tons probably exist in extensions, indicated by geologic evidence, of the known ore bodies. In addition, 14,000,000 tons is the' inferred order of magnitude of an aggregate tonnage of mineralized sandstone that may exist in "blind** ore bodies concealed in undissected uplands.
Consideration of the average grade and size of the known deposits suggests that large-scale development of these reserves under present conditions will be a marginal enterprise, even under favorable operating conditions. The additional problems imposed by inadequate transportation facilities and water supply enforce a pessimistic outlook. The relatively large inferred reserve of concealed ore cannot be regarded as a mitigating factor because it is problematical whether concealed ore bodies can be discovered and developed at reasonable costs.
Introduction
The sandstone copper deposits here described are near the northwestern margin of the Kaibito Plateau in the western Navajo Reservation, Coconino County, Arizona. The area, known as the White Mesa Mining District, is in unsurveyed T. 37 w., Rs. 9 and 10 E. It consists of 9 patented and 28 ur.patentedTclaims, two nining and prospecting leases, an abandoned millsite lease, and a campsite lease. Sporadic attempts to mire the small deposits of high grade era in the district have been futile. Recently, comprehensive prospecting programs by three companies have been initiated in a determined effort to ascertain the feasibility of developing, on a large scale, the low-^rade copper reserves in the district.
The area of approximately 10.5 square miles which encompasses the claims and leases is about 112 miles northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona, from which it is accessible by U. S. Highway 89 to Gap Trading Post, and from there by dirt road twenty-six miles to the Copper idine Trading Post in the northwestern portion of the district. The mean altitude is about _/ In the southwestern part of the area some maps show two additional claims, the corners of v.'hich were not found in the field. 6,400 feet, and the local relief is approximately 420 feet. Annual precipitation is less than 10 inches, and surface and ground water are scarce in and adjacent to the district. This deficiency of water, isolation from supply centers, and lack of adequate transportation routes are important factors which have inhibited development of reserves in the district. ore are large, but the cost of exploring the deposit? will probably be high due to the large area which must be prospected.
liineralogy. iialachite is the most important copper mineral in the ' J district and is usually associated with "chrysbcolla. "~^ These two minerals are disseminated through the sandstone in which they partially fill pore spaces, form coatings on grains, and occasionally occur as veinlets.
Copper pitch occurs in the wall rock of fissures where it frequently forms a halo around disseminations of chalcccite or bornite.
The small quantity of both oxides and sulfides make their economic consideration negligible.
Gangue, in addition to sand grains comprising the sandstone, is mainly chalcedony which occurs in anastomosing stringers associated with the higher grades of ore. Veinlets of calcite are rare. LLmonite is commonly disseminated in the sandstone as variable but rarely extensive halos around the copper bodies. Numerous scall pods of high-grade ore occur in the eastern part of the district. There are a few large bodies, however. Approximately 1^ of the uplands east of the Eastern otar fault are believed to be mineralized through an observed interval of 150 feet. The resultant 6,750,000 tons of implied cr« will be costly to find and probably cannot be recovered economically.
Outlook
Possibilities for large copper-mining operations in the 'Jhlte ilesa fining District are not high in the immediate future. The simulation of * reserves indicates a large probable snd possible tonnage of ore which, at first glance, might be considered attractive to mining companies, !de grade, however, is low and will average less than one percent copper. There is little to suggest that numerous large deposits of this low-grade material will t» found and abundant reason to believe that most of the bodies will contain not more than a few thousands of tons. Deposits such as the Little Dick, Copper
Torid, and California are clearly in the minority.
Exploration for reserves in 'the area will be costly because of the large areas which must be drilled on close caters in order to block out known ore -15-bodies or to find inferred ones. Open-pit mining operations will require the removal of large tonnages of barren or very low-grade sandstone in order r to searfeh out and recover ore pods which may characterize the supposed large tabular deposits* JPurtheiaore such operations can not long be restricted to a narrowly circumscribed portion of the district, Costa of constructing raids, trucking ore to mills, and moving mining machinery from one location to another will therefore be considerable*
The Unite Kesa Mining District is 112 miles from the rail head at Flagstaff, Arizona, and approximately 175 miles from the nearest smelter at Clsrkdale, Arizona* Beneficiatton will be necessary to obtain, in significant tonnages, a product which can be profitably shipped. The Tihite Uesa ore will leach well but the present water supply of the district is inadequate for such an operation, and conditions are unfavorable for any large increase by Additional drilling. Althou^i it would be physically possible to obtain sir face water from Colorado Hiver at Lee*s .Ferry or from Kavajo Creole, about twenty miles north or northeast of the district and et far lower elevation, costs of installing and maintaining a punping system would probably be prohibitive.
A dry milling process which is reported to yield a 20 percent concentrate with a rather high efficiency has teen developed by the kardun Company, JLs the process is still in the experimental stages, however, there are no data on costs and recovery in large milling operations. It is possible that this process may offer e. solution to concentrating problems in the district.
It is suggested that any large-scale attempt to develop the copper reserves in th.? district be prefaced by a careful analysis of .. in ing and core entrating costs based on the mining of many scattered sag. 11 bodies which, will average not
